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Poker training simulator for Texas Holdem
Here, we present the simulator of the Texas Holdem PokerGame. It can be used not only for fun, but
also for training and improvement of skills to play Texas Holdem. Seemingly simple at the first look, poker,
in fact, is a quite sophisticated game which requires logics and attention for assessment of various game
combinations and actions.
PokerGame provides you the opportunity of training to play poker without losing money by playing
against computer which operates as different types of players.
You can download the latest version of the game from the link: http://www.newpokersoft.com
(registration required).
At the start of the PokerGame.exe, the main window shown in Fig. 1 appears. It might look
somewhat different at your computer.

Fig. 1. Main window of PokerGame
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Press Start Game at the ribbon. The dialog Players shows up (Fig. 2). Set up the game parameters in
this dialog:
1) Number of players (from 2 to 10).
2) Type of game:
o Cash – game for cash (not real ).
o Double (Double or Nothing). You will double your buy-in or lose. The essence of such a
tournament is very simple: half of players lose; the other half gets prizes equal to the double
of buy-in. The size of a payoff does not depend on the size of your stack at the tournament
end. Everybody gets same prize.
o Fifty (Fifty50) – is a type of one-table Sit & Go tournament at PokerStars. In a Fifty50, the
event ends when half of the entrants have been eliminated. For example, in a 10-player
Fifty50 tournament, 5 will be paid. Half of the prize pool will be distributed equally among
the 5 winners, and the other half of the prize pool will be distributed among those same 5
players based on the chip count percentages at the end of the event. The 6th-10th place
finishers win nothing. So in a 10-player $10+$1 Fifty50, the prize pool is $100. Each of the
final 5 finishers would receive $10 each, plus a percentage of the remaining $50 in the prize
pool. More details are available at PokerStars website.
o 9 players – In this tournament, 9 players participate in the game at the beginning. Blinds
grow up every 10 minutes. At the tournament end, there are 3 winners: the first one takes
50% of the prize pool, the second one takes 30%, and the third one takes 20%.
o 9 players Turbo – Same as above, but blinds grow up every 5 minutes.
3) Sizes of BB and SB.
4) Player stacks.
5) Opponent strategies.
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Fig. 2. Dialog Players

For example, one plans to play the short-handed NL50 strategy with small stacks. Then the settings
for the first four parameters are (Fig. 3):
1) number of players = 6;
2) game type is Cash;
3) small blind = 25, big blind = 50;
4) stacks, same for all players, set to 2500 (see below how to set different stacks individually for
each player).
5) Your name is always Hero

, and your position at the table is always #0. Your opponent

strategies can be set manually or selected randomly.
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Fig. 3. Game settings

There are 4 types of opponents in this game:
Master – this opponent uses the best strategy (we hope).
Maniac – an aggressive opponent who goes all-in often, even on pre-flop. Plays a lot of hands.
Professor – plays, using the probability theory.
Tim – this opponent plays with only strongest hands. On post-flop, Tim bluffs rarely and
continues to play only with strong hands and combinations.

If you prefer to set the opponent strategies manually and individually for each of them, you have to:
1) select player's position from the list at left;
2) set player's stack (field Stack Player);
3) select player's strategy from the list at right;
4) in order to apply the selected strategy to the player, press
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button and press

to cancel.

Fig. 4. Setting Hero’s stack

In order to change yours (Hero’s) stack, move the cursor to the Stack column against player #0 and
enter the desired stack value (
Fig. 4). The same way, you can also change stacks individually for each opponent.
If you’d prefer do not know the opponent strategies then press Random Players button (Fig. 5). All stacks
will be set to 1000, but then you can change them as described above (
Fig. 4).

Fig. 5. Random setting the opponent strategies
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There is also the game mode when you only watch the game without real participation. In order to
switch to this mode, you have to assign the strategy to the Hero player at position #0 the same way as you do
this for other players (Fig. 3). Then, your computer will play for all the players, including Hero.
As soon as the game is fully configured, press OK button to close the configuration dialog. Then, you start
the game by pressing the Start deal button at the ribbon (
Fig. 6)

Fig. 6. Starting the game

At the beginning, each player receives one card of clubs to determine the dealer (by the card rank).
Then the game fully starts.
The chat pane at the bottom-left shows the current state of the game. The pane at the bottom-right is
for performing the actions: FOLD – refuse further game; CALL – call a bet; RAISE – raise a bet and select
the raise value (
Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Game process

After 10 hands have been played, the game statistics becomes available for usage. In order to display
HUDs (head-up display), one should check the Statistics box at the ribbon (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Viewing НUDs
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At the current stage of the game development, the following statistics is displayed:


first row:
o N – number of hands played.
o VPIP – Voluntarily Put Money In The Pot Percentage. IT measures the percentage of hands a
player plays preflop, excluding hands where the player checks from the big blind, but including
hands where the player limps in or raises and then folds to a raise or reraise. This stat measures
how tight or loose a player plays.
o PFR – Preflop Raise Percentage. It measures the percentage of hands a player raises preflop. PFR
is never higher than VP$IP, because every time a player raises preflop, they are voluntarily
putting money in the pot as well.



second row:
o 3B – 3 Bet. A 3-bet is a re-raise following a raise and a bet, making it the third raise in a betting
round. The term is used instead of the term re-raise in No Limit games.

In the case you have lost your stack completely, you can add more chips in a pop-up dialog Add
chips! shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Add-chips! pop-up dialog

The history of each game is written and saved in the log-file HistoryGame.log which is located in the
program folder along with the executable PokerGame.exe. It might be useful for the after-game reviews and
analyses of played hands in order to develop the better strategies for future games. An example of the logfile content is shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. HistoryGame log-file
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